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Thank you very much for the list of I-f\ and J.t\ • I 
reel guilty in being the cause of your taking the time to copy it , 
as I really am not able ~o take time to do much iNith it. The 
awful truth, which few will believe, is that I was telling the truth 
when l said that I had made my contribution to the study , and 
would probably not continue in an attempt to try to crack the 
whole problem. Of course, if I could get ahead of everyone else 
when the war is over and get exclusive rights to the ~ossos 
material, that would be another matter; I would probably be fair 
enough, however, not to try. 

Be that as it may, I have torn myself loose from my 
other preoccupations long enough to look your list through and 
check the examples in PM IV, the only work on the subject I still 
have in my office.I had a delicious hour or so, and really wish 
that I might keep at it, for I am more firmly convinced than 
ever that the script will be cracked one of these fine days; 
perhaps you will be the one to do it. x ~~ ~ I had a brain 
storm for a short -'blit '"'- i t has rather faded. Yon probably have had 
the same one, and discarded it. For what it is worth, however, 
here it is •. It depends unfortunately qn the .infinitessimal and 
probaJlly invalid distinction between I;\ and l:f , that is to say 
between the form with cross-bars and that with dots. I noticed 
in your list that wherever this character -followed I+\ or 4\ at 
any distance within the same word, the dot form went with the 
single-barred rorm of the )~ , whereas the barred form went with 
the double-barred ~ • This woulq be wonderful if I could find 
an~ tabl~t in which there was a clear differentiation between 

@ and 1:1. I can't. Possible candidates are PM IV, figs. 686 (1 . 16 
for the dotted form), ?1?, and ?64b, but none is convincing. The 
same, unfortunately seems to apply for /R and )J:l •. It may, of course, 
indicate a graphic difference, the scribes who used the dotted 
also using the single bar in the other character , and as such it 
might be of some signiricance. But I am afraid that this is about 
all. What do you think of it? On the basis of this observation , 
I would , however, make one :rninor revision in yourlist . 1'he only 
possible exception to the above is PM IV, 689, 1 . 12 . 2, where you 
read )1\ with a question mark . Sirfe the barred 1;\ follows, I would 
be inclined to consider the short dash at the top right~part of 
the ch~acter and take it as the double-barred tj~e . rr Evans is 
correct in his restoration of 838f, that would be an example of 
both ~ and ~ on one tablet, but in view of the other evidence , 
1 wonder . 

In the process of preparing my seminar for next year , I 
am running into all sorts of odds and ends in our Minoan collect
ion . ·:My latest problem concerns som~~rism seals which were bought 
by ~eager in Crete 1 presum~bly in the days before the counterfeiters 
had taken to the M1noan field . Seager was excellent mn gems, but 



Zahn branded these as fakes, along with a good many more of our 
~unoan seals. Some of the others he doubted seem pretty obvious, 
but l can't for the life of me see what is wrong with the prisms. 
Unfortunately, I am not a connaiseur in the field. Two of them 
bear one isolated character each of the hieroglyphic script, class . A. 

My poor course is certainly not taking shape so rapidly 
as l might wish: in fact I am making almost no progress at all in 
most ways, and in some ways am more confused than when I started. 
I wish I could see my way clear. 

I must stop my verbal wanderings, cl~an up my desk, 
and go home to plant potatoes. 

Thank you again for the list: it certainly makes my 
estimate in the AJA look pretty sad~ ~ 

Wishing you the best of luck, 
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